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The Gathering Storm

Operation STUNTIE
STOMP:
Redwood Tribe stands firm Valorheim, Elves of the North
against Alliance forces
and Redwood Tribe retaliate!
attempting to wrest control Alliance incursions into
of Arathi Highlands!
Zandalari lands will be tolerated
no longer. Battle hardened
Tribe’s elite warriors and
Horde strikes at Dwarven Lands
healers keep Chieftain
meeting fierce resistance from
Abrahof Ragetotem,
Clan Battlehammer, The Ashen
mighty Shu’halo Shaman
Vale and more. Final clash in
safe! Chieftain soothes
Iron Forge resulted in the Horde
angry Earth Elementals and escaping after incapacitating
raises a mighty Fire
one Dwarf Ruler before CBH
Elemental to fend off
was able to re-muster and rout
Alliance militia.
the invaders from their
Hallowed Halls.
Will Arathi ever know
Peace?
Editors Note: Much ale was
liberated from Dwarf Inns!
Chieftain and Tribe
prepare to start ritual to
raise a Fire Elemental in
Arathi Highlands

Darkshore Under Assault:
Night Elfs strike back!
Horde forces assaulted by
Alliance at Ashwood Depot!
Horde sustained numerous
casualties in renewed warfare!
Horde Public Relations
Department reports high-ranking
Elfs raised into Forsaken rank
while Blackrock Clan and others
met the Alliance resistance head
on and held them off long
enough for the Warchief’s
master plan to continue with only
limited losses.
Redwood Times reports loss of
Val’kyr a hard blow to Horde
Forces! New Moon Never Sets!

Menethil Harbor: Alliance
prepares to push Horde from
the keep!

Horde continues to advance
all the way to Ironforge!

Alliance and Horde clash
under New Moon in
Darkshore! Horde Forces
need reinforcement on the
front lines as War rages!

This Just In
The Battle of Alterac – Contributor: Jimirra of The Ashen Vale, Assoc. Press Azeroth
Associated Press Azeroth: December 22, 2018
December 22, 2018 marks the first major battle in this new era of warfare on Emerald Dream, the Battle of
Alterac Valley. It was hard fought, but Alliance forces were outmaneuvered, and the United Horde gained a
momentous victory.
The opening salvo began as the United Horde blitzed across the Field of Strife meeting Alliance Troops at
Stonehearth Outpost. The Alliance were holding but decided on a tactical retreat to reinforce the
vulnerable Stonehearth Bunker as it was of high strategic importance.
Capitalizing on this, a small Horde warband moved north to harass and capture Alliance outposts forcing
the Alliance to split their forces and defend Dun Baldar. It was a feint of course and the United Horde
pushed in to Stonehearth Bunker and ultimately captured the valuable outpost.
Alliance forces now scattered were unable to regroup and skirmishes were breaking out all over the north.
The battle came to a head when the United Horde made a final push in to Dun Baldar and broke the
remaining defenders.
The war continues. Many heroes fell this night and we honor the efforts of all who shared battle in Alterac
Valley.
Disclaimer: Associated Press Azeroth claims no bias and reports eyewitness accounts of the battles of
Emerald Dream.

Find Your Fortune
by Farseer
Mayalen Highmountain

Brew of the Month

“Lord of Frost’s
Private Label”
This month’s brew
brought to you by
Brewfest.
Chilling and Frosty but
goes down smooth!

May the Earth Mother
bless you with bountiful
fortune!
((see new link above to
find this month’s
horoscopes.
Entertainment purposes
only!!!))

Great choice for Winter
Veil Feasts!

Investigative Reporting
Hidden in Plain Sight
Editor thought he saw an old friend
the other day, but unfortunately,
Nagatsu, the once blind Orc,
continues to travel and spend time
in deep meditation. For any that are
looking for him, you are invited to
send personal ads to the Times, as
word has been received that he
enjoys the news scrolls immensely.
Editor will continue to attempt to
reach out to Nagatsu to clear up
whatever mistaken incident has
occurred between interested parties.

Redwood Times looking for:
• Assistant to the Editor-in-Chief – (send help. Up all hours of
night and have patrols to do for Horde in addition to Tribe
duties and News Scroll!)
• Kick Fish Team Captains, League Officials
• Writers, Contributors, and Photographers

Azeroth Sports Highlights!

Chief Corner

Contributor: Lohkawas Wildmane

Contributor: Editor-in-Chief

Kick Fish League Reports Tryouts Huge Success!

Redwood Times for Azeroth!

Swiftsilver Cartel Trade Princess Senneca and
Valorheim’s Kannonbhal choose teams from amongst
both Alliance and Horde rookies looking to make a
splash in the all new K.F.L.
Wildmane reports that after an explanation of the
cultural significance of saving fish in Highmountain,
some reluctant but interested onlookers agreed to take
part in several practice games!

What does this mean? Only a few cycles of
the passage of Mu’sha have gone by since
The Redwood Times began in a humble tent
in Mulgore. Younglings were handed a few
coppers to spread the paper to local inns and
taverns. Copies were hand delivered to the
Horde Capital, to Zandalari outposts for the
Horde troops, and to Dalaran above the
Broken Shores by the editor and his mate.

Trade Princess Senneca’s practice squad was victorious
despite a strong showing from Kannonbhal’s hopefuls.
Sommer of The Ashen Vale displayed speed, accuracy
and an incomparable ruthlessness in the competition.

Why does the editor mention this? Because
the Times now reaches all corners of
Azeroth and has grown to three times the
size of that first small scroll.

Sponsored by Redwood Times, K.F.L will announce
date, time, and team registration information for
upcoming League and Skills Competitions in 2019!

The Times vows to follow a path of
unbiased favoritism, except for putting
Azeroth first and foremost… and K.F.L.

Great Hunt in Mulgore: The Tale of Ripjawn and Rodan
Late November - Mulgore
Hunters from Redwood Tribe, Swiftsilver Cartel, Blackrock Clan, and Valorheim converged on Mulgore
upon learning that not one but two mighty beasts had taken up residence in the area around Thunder
Bluff. Ripjawn a mighty troll bear from the Amani Tribe and Rodan, a fearsome Pterrodax from Zandalar
found there way to Mulgore. Ripjawn was found dwelling and feasting on Harpies and Shu’halo alike just
Northwest of Camp Sungraze, while Rodan was said to be desecrating the area of Red Rocks, the
Ancestral Burial Grounds. The hunting party split to take on both beasts.
One group was successful. While the other almost perished.
Ripjawn, the great bear, was lured out of his cave by the team of hunters. Though he fought with ferocity,
the hunter’s cunning overwhelmed the bear, eventually defeating it after a long and drawn out battle.
Rodan, at first thwarted as one of Redwood’s healers kept a Blackrock Orc on his feet, targeted the
Highmountain Shu’halo with a head butt and then stomped down on his body crushing him into
unconsciousness. Rodan, at death’s door knocked the Orc unconscious and fled as Trade Princess
Senneca attempted one last strike that just missed.
When Rodan recovers, he will undoubtedly be the target of another fierce battle, but for now he has been
chased from the area. Thanks to some orthodox healing measures all hunters survived to hunt again!

Advertise with The Redwood Times!

